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 This paper describes methods for pricing European and American options. Monte Carlo 
simulation and control variates methods are employed to price call options. The binomial model is 
employed to price American put options. Using daily stock data I am able to compare the model price 
and market price and speculate as to the cause of difference. Lastly, I build a portfolio in an 
Interactive Brokers paper trading 
[1]
 account using the prices I calculate. This project was done a part 
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Monte Carlo simulation is an essential tool in the pricing of derivative securities, 
especially when it is difficult to obtain the closed-form solution. It defines a domain of 
inputs, generates inputs randomly from a probability distribution over that domain, 
performs a deterministic computation on the inputs, and aggregates the results. The 
variance reduction technique of control variates is a very effective and widely applicable 
technique for improving the efficiency of Monte Carlo simulations. The binomial model 
for pricing American put options is relatively simple and ready to be implemented using 
computer software. 
 
In this project I will price commonly traded options using MATLAB. I use 
multidimensional geometric Brownian motion to simulate the equity prices and use the 
control variates method to calculate the call option price. I calculate the American put 
option prices with the binomial model. I build the portfolio based on the prices I obtain 






2.1 Call Options 
 
A call option is a financial contract between two parties, the buyer and the seller 
of the option. The buyer of the call option has the right, instead of an obligation, to buy 
an agreed quantity of a particular commodity or financial instrument from the seller of 
the option at a certain time for a certain price (the strike price). The seller is obligated to 
sell the commodity or financial instrument should the buyer so decide. The buyer pays a 
fee for the right European call option can be exercised only at maturity while the 
American call option can be exercised at any time.
[2]
 
 The payoff of a European call option is 
                                                                                                                       (1) 
The payoff of an American call option is 
                                                                           (2) 
 
2.2 Put Options 
 
A put option is an option to sell an item at a preset price at some time in the 
future. The buyer has the right and the seller is obliged to buy the commodity or financial 
instrument should the buyer so decide. European put option can be exercised only at 
maturity while the American put option can be exercised at any time.
[2]
 
The payoff of a European put option is 
                                                                                                           (3) 
The payoff of an American put option is 
                              (4) 
3. Data 
 
I use the fetch command in MATLAB to download daily equity prices from Yahoo 
Finance from 4/1/2010 to 4/24/2011. I choose the adjusted close price which is adjusted 
for dividends and splits. I think such a simplification does not affect the parameters 
significantly for simulation since they seldom happen and the amount is comparatively 
small with regard to the price of equities that I choose.
[3]
 
I download the historical selected interest rate (daily) from the Federal Reserve.
 [4]
 I 
choose the instrument of 6-month Treasury constant maturities because my historical date 
is about one year long.
 
I also download the 1-month Treasury constant maturities because 
I want to realize my investment in one month. I choose the risk free rate depending on the 
maturity of my selected options. 
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4. Parameter Estimation 
There are totally 20 equities, namely AMD, ATI, BAC, BCS, C, DAL, DELL, EMR, 
HBC, HON, IBM, INTC, JBLU, JPM, MSFT, NVDA, TXN, UAL, VLO, ZNH. 
 
Initial Equity Price (1×d) 
 
d is the number of assets. 





I choose the strike price with large volume to reduce liquidity issues. 
 
Log Return Matrix (T×20)  
 
T is the number of dates that equity is traded from 4/1/2010 to 4/24/2011. 
            (    )                  (5) 
t is index of date and i is the index of equity 
 
Covariance Matrix (20×20) 
 
       (     )            ] (    [  ])]  (6) 
i,j are indexes of equity 
 
Expected Return Vector (1×20) 
 
                  ∑               (7) 
t is the index of date, N is the number of date and i is the index of the equity 
 
 Risk Free Rate 
 
I calculate the risk free rate with the 6-month treasury constant maturities and 1-
month treasury constant maturities. (4/1/2010-4/24/2011,4/1/2011-4/24/2011) 
       ∑   
 
            (8) 
t is the index of date 
I convert the annualized rate into daily rate by 
       
        
   
      (9) 
   represents the daily rate. I choose 252 since 252 is the trading days in a year. 
 
Days To Maturity 
 
I only count the trading days. 
 




I repeat the multiple dimensional geometric Brownian motion 1000 times.  
The computation time will increase if I increase this number. 
 
 Steps of Brownian Motion 
 
I choose 1000 as step sizes for short term. I set the step size to be 3000 for the long 
term options. The computation time will increase if I increase this number. 
5. Pricing Structure 
There are totally 20 equities, namely AMD, ATI, BAC, BCS, C, DAL, DELL, EMR, 
HBC, HON, IBM, INTC, JBLU, JPM, MSFT, NVDA, TXN, UAL, VLO, ZNH. There 
are four economic sectors, namely technology, airline, bank, and energy. I will first use 
geometric Brownian motion to simulate the equity price and then apply control variates 
to the pricing of European call options. I will then apply the binomial model to the 
pricing of American put options. 
5.1 Multidimensional Geometric Brownian Motion 
 
                  
(        
 )          √       ∑          
 
     (10) 
i is the index of equity, k is the index of step,                              ,   , 
        are independent, d is the number of equities and n is the number of steps. 
where A is calculated from the Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrix achieved 
above.
[5]\ 
I use a multidimensional geometric Brownian motion model to simulate the 
price paths of each equity within the same economic sector.
 
5.2 Control Variates to Price Options  
N is the number of the iterations of Monte Carlo simulation and d is the number of 
equities. It will give a N×d matrix. 
                          ]          (11) 
     
        
      
         (12) 
    =exp(-rT)    (         )     (13) 
X is the simulated equity price at the maturity. Y is the corresponding option price. i 
is the index of equity and j is the index of simulation. T is the number of days to maturity. 
K is the strike price. 
The final result will be 
  (  )  
∑         
 
       (14) 
j is the index of equity. i is the index of simulation. N is the number of simulations. 








The parameters are calculated as follows:
 [6]
 
                    √                                                            (15) 
                    √         (16) 
                 (17) 
 or 
        √            (18) 
         √           (19) 




       
  
√          (20) 
The option price will be 
              [   (        )           (                       )] (21) 
u is the up jump factor. 
d is the downward jump factor. 
   is the probability of an upward movement. 
j=0, … , N represents the time step. 
l is the level of the state variable at that time. 
V represents the American put option price. 
K is the strike price. 
S is the stock price. 
6. Portfolio 
6.1 List of assets in the portfolio 
 
Table 1: List of Assets 
AMD Jun 17’11 9 
CALL 
AMD Jun 17’11 9 
PUT 
AMD Oct 21’11 8 
CALL 
ATI Jun 17’11 60 
CALL 
ATI Jun 17’11 72.5 
CALL 
BCS Jun 17’11 20 
CALL 
BCS Jun 17’11 21 
CALL 
DAL Jun 17’11 10 
CALL 
DAL Jun 17’11 11 
CALL 
DELL Jun17’11 10 
CALL 
DELL Jun17’11 16 
CALL 
EMR Jun17’11 55 
CALL 
EMR Jun 17’11 60 
CALL 
HBC Jun 17’11 55 
CALL 
HON Jun 17’11 60 
CALL 
HON Jun 17’11 65 
CALL 
IBM Jun 17’11 160 
CALL 
INTC Jun 17’11 21 
CALL 
JBLU Jun17’11 5 
CALL 
JBLU Jun 17’11 6 
CALL 
MSFT Jun 17’11 23 
CALL 
NVDA Jun 17’11 13 
CALL 
TXN Jun17’11 30 
CALL 
UAL Jun 17’11 22 
CALL 
VLO Jun 17’11 29 
CALL 
VLO Jun 17’11 29 
PUT 




I choose 4 economic sectors technology, bank, air transportation, and energy. 
The return on equity, return on asset, and growth rate of these companies are good. These 
companies are stable during the last 5 years. Most people show a hold or buy 
recommendation of the equity. These companies are leading companies in their industry. 
There are many of combinations of strike price and maturity for the options of these 
companies. Most options are traded actively. I also choose one option with low liquidity, 
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which has a large bid-ask spread. I want to hold this option to maturity to see whether the 
loss of liquidity will turn into benefit at maturity. 
 
6.2 Market information and model price 
 
Table 2: Portfolio information (Technology Sector ) 
Technology AMD Jun 17’11 9 
CALL 
AMD Jun 17’11 9 PUT AMD Oct 21’11 8 
CALL 
Stock price 8.71 8.71 8.71 
ASK 0.43 0.73 1.43 
BID 0.4 0.71 1.41 
Actual Price 0.42 0.71 1.4 
Trade 0.42 0.73 1.42 
Model price with the 
historical return 
0.44 0.45 1.26 
Model price with the1-
month return 
0.50 0.49 1.6 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
0.49 0.49 1.4 
Difference 
(historical) 
4.76% -36.62% -10.00% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
19.05% -30.99% 14.29% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
16.67% -30.99% 0.00% 
 ATI Jun 17’11 60 
CALL 
ATI Jun 17’11 72.5 
CALL 
DELL Jun17’11 10 
CALL 
Stock price 68.91 68.91 15.27 
ASK 10.5 2.7 5.4 
BID 10.2 2.6 5.25 
Actual Price 10.25 2.6 5.19 
Trade 10.25 2.6 5.31 
Model price with the 
historical return 
10.74 4.98 5.28 
Model price with the1-
month return 
11.14 3.46 5.3 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
11.3 3.65 5.25 
Difference 
(historical) 
4.78% 91.54% 1.73% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
8.68% 33.08% 2.12% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
10.24% 40.38% 1.16% 
Model price with the 
historical return 
DELL Jun17’11 16 
CALL 
EMR Jun17’11 55 
CALL 
EMR Jun 17’11 60 
CALL 
Stock price 15.27 58.41 58.41 
ASK 0.41 4.7 1.3 
BID 0.39 4.4 1.25 
Actual Price 0.4 4.4 1.2 
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Trade 0.4 4.7 1.3 
Model price with the 
historical return 
0.49 4.74 2.17 
Model price with the1-
month return 
0.49 5.33 1.55 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
0.52 4.7 1.58 
Difference 
(historical) 
22.50% 7.73% 80.83% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
22.50% 21.14% 29.17% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
30.00% 6.82% 31.67% 
 HON Jun 17’11 60 
CALL 
HON Jun 17’11 65 
CALL 
IBM Jun 17’11 160 
CALL 
Stock price 59.91 59.91 168.28 
ASK 2.08 0.33 9.3 
BID 2.03 0.29 9.15 
Actual Price 2.02 0.3 9.25 
Trade 2.02 0.32 9.25 
Model price with the 
historical return 
4.42 1.7 16.26 
Model price with the1-
month return 
2.95 0.48 9.66 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
2.4 0.68 10.23 
Difference 
(historical) 
118.81% 466.67% 75.78% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
46.04% 60.00% 4.43% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
18.81% 126.67% 10.59% 
 INTC Jun 17’11 21 
CALL 
MSFT Jun 17’11 23 
CALL 
NVDA Jun 17’11 13 
CALL 
Stock price 21.46 25.52 18.5 
ASK 0.84 2.66 5.75 
BID 0.82 2.61 5.55 
Actual Price 0.83 2.89 5.67 
Trade 0.84 2.65 5.7 
Model price with the 
historical return 
1.06 2.53 5.3 
 
Model price with the1-
month return 
1.17 2.7 5.98 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
1.14 2.83 5.67 
Difference 
(historical) 
27.71% -12.46% -6.53% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
40.96% -6.57% 5.47% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
37.35% -2.08% 0.00% 
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 TXN Jun17’11 30 
CALL 
  
Stock price 35.4   
ASK 5.7   
BID 5.3   
Actual Price 5.14   
Trade 5.26   
Model price with the 
historical return 
7.09   
Model price with the1-
month return 
5.61   
Model price with the 6-
month return 















Table 3: Portfolio information (Bank Sector) 
Bank BCS Jun 17’11 20 
CALL 
BCS Jun 17’11 21 
CALL 
HBC Jun 17’11 55 
CALL 
Stock price 19.72 19.72 54.35 
BID 0.3 0.7 1.24 
ASK 0.4 0.8 1.52 
Actual Price 0.35 0.8 1.22 
Trade 0.61 0.8 1.5 
Model price with the 
historical return 
1.22 0.7 2.15 
Model price with the1-
month return 
1.31 0.9 1.89 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
1.35 0.9 1.84 
Difference 
(historical) 
248.57% -12.50% 76.23% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
274.29% 12.50% 54.92% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
285.71% 12.50% 50.82% 
 
 
Table 4: Portfolio information (Airline Sector) 
Airline DAL Jun 17’11 10 
CALL 
DAL Jun 17’11 11 
CALL 
JBLU Jun17’11 5 
CALL 
Stock price 9.06 9.06 5.39 
BID 0.3 0.14 0.5 
ASK 0.34 0.16 0.75 
Actual Price 0.34 0.15 0.6 
Trade 0.34 0.16 0.75 




Model price with the1-
month return 
0.31 0.13 0.6 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
0.31 0.14 0.6 
Difference 
(historical) 
-52.94% -66.67% -8.33% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
-8.82% -13.33% 0.00% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
-8.82% -6.67% 0.00% 
 JBLU Jun 17’11 6 
CALL 
UAL Jun 17’11 22 
CALL 
ZNH Jun 17’11 30 
CALL 
Stock price 5.39 20.84 26.5 
BID 0.1 0.92 0.65 
ASK 0.2 0.95 1.1 
Actual Price 0.1 0.92 1.1 
Trade 0.13 0.94 0.89 
Model price with the 
historical return 
0.13 1.27 1.2 
Model price with the1-
month return 
0.13 1.11 1.0 
Model price with the 6-
month return 
0.14 1.24 0.9 
Difference 
(historical) 
30.00% 38.04% 9.09% 
Difference 
(1-month) 
30.00% 20.65% -9.09% 
Difference 
(6-month) 
40.00% 34.78% -18.18% 
 
Table 5: Portfolio information (Energy Sector) 
Energy VLO Jun 17’11 29 
CALL 
VLO Jun 17’11 29 
PUT 
 
Stock price 28.02 28.02  
ASK 2.13 1.11  
BID 2.08 1.07  
Actual Price 2.09 1.07  
Trade 2.09 1.10  
Model price with the 
historical return 
1.93 1.7  
Model price with the1-
month return 
1.11 1.71  
Model price with the 6-
month return 















Note that I always use the current trading price as the initial price, instead of the 
adjusted close price of previous day. I use trading days to count the days to maturity 
which means there are no weekends or holidays involved. 
 
6.3 Conclusion 
6.3.1 Difference Analysis 
The difference between the market price and the model price is shown as above. 
Some differences are relatively small while some others are quite large. The difference 
may be due to: 
 First the option is not actively traded, we can check the bid-ask spread to verify it, 
for example the JBLU Jun 17’11 6 call. 
Second there is a poor estimation of volatility. Implied volatility can help to solve this 
problem.  
Third there is a poor estimation of the risk free rate. The historical return is not a 
good choice to price options as it differs more. 
Fourth there exist unique risk or good news for the underlying asset. In this case the 
bid-ask spread will be larger and therefore the price will not necessarily converge to the 
model price.  
Last but not least, the model works well for both European and American options in 
most cases, hence both the Monte Carlo simulation and binomial model were done 
correctly. 
 
6.3.2 Portfolio Performance 
The performance of my portfolio is good, but actually I prefer day trading to avoid 
disturbance caused by the news released when the market is closed. In addition, I believe 
that I can simulate many paths of the underlying stock price and acquire the model option 
price, but actually it is the   that decides how the price goes. In other words, I can say 
about how far the market price is from the model price, but I can’t say how the market 
price will change. I don’t think buy and hold is a good assumption to earn money. The 
leverage effect of options will increase the volatility of the portfolio, thus I think stop loss 
orders and stop profit orders are very important. In addition, the prediction of stock prices 
is not reliable since the stock market in USA exhibits a strong or semi-strong form of 
market efficiency. The pricing model is reliable if I pick up the appropriate parameters 
because people use it to price and make their decisions of for limit orders which affect the 
ask and bid. Fundamental analysis is also very important. The general option price model 
will not give us a fair option price if the equity price is too overvalued or undervalued. I 
would not long or short options based only on the model price. I would also check the 





Figure 1: Portfolio Performance till 4/20/2011 
 
6.3.3 Advices for Further Research 
It is a good idea to introduce implied volatility as the market may know more about 
the options than we do.  It is also a good idea to introduce some more robust covariance, 
for instance single index model. 
The major problem I faced with is how to update the data more efficiently and how 
to traversal the whole folder to load the data I want. The best way is to use Google. 
MATLAB is very helpful in providing various commands that did help me to overcome 
this problem. 
7. Program Structure 
This program consists of following files: 
1) MA573Project.m – contains the basic frame of the whole project. It will call data collection, data 
preprocessing, Monte Carlo Simulation, calculation of option price script or function to do the 
project. If you want to change the equity pool or update the data to the most recent one, you have 
to update the datadownloadscript.m. 
2) datadownloadscript.m – contains codes to download the daily adjusted price of 20 equities namely 
amd,ati,bac,bcs,c,dal,dell,emr,hbc,hon,ibm,intc,jblu,jpm,msft,nvda,txn,ual,vlo and znh from 
yahoo finance, and save them as equityname.csv files separately. 
3) combinedata.m – contains codes to combine equity price into datacombined.xls file, calculate the 
daily log return of the 20 equities and save them as logret.xls files. 
4) findvolatilityscript.m - contains codes to calculate the historical volatility and save them in 
volatility.xls. 
5) get5stockscript.m – contains codes to select 5 companies namely emr, hon,ati,txn,nvda, which 
belongs to the technology industry. It will save the price and the daily log return as 
5datacombined.xls and logret5.xls. 
6) get5covandr.m – contains codes to calculate the covariance matrix and expected return of the 5 
equities and save them as 5covariance.xls and 5r.xls separately. 
7) binomialAmericanPut4.m – contains codes to calculate the American Put option price through 
binomial model. I chose 10 steps per day because I believe it provided a reasonable amount of 
granularity in the overall lattice structure. But you can enter any step size you want. Note that it 
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will increase the processing time if you increase the number of steps. 
8) Calloptionprice.m – contains codes to calculate the option price through Monte Carlo Simulation. 
It will call Geometric Brownian Motion to simulate the equity price and use control variates to get 
the call option price. 
9) Calloptionprice2.m - contains codes to calculate the option price with multidimensional geometric 
Brownian motion. 
10)  multipleGeoBrownianMotion.m – contains codes to simulate a d-dimensional geometric 
Brownian motion where d is the number of equities. 
11) geoBrownianMotion.m – contains code to simulate a 1-dimensional geometric Brownian motion. 
12) optionPriceMulti.m – contains code to model the 5 equities prices together in a multidimensional 
geometric Brownian motion and calculate their option price. 
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%% This script is the main function 
% delete the csv and xls files  
delete('*.csv') 
delete('*.xls') 






% historical volatility 
findvolatilityscript; 
disp('findvolatilityscript done'); 
% historical price of the 5 financial companies 
get5stockscript; 
disp('get5stockscript done'); 
% historical covariance of the 5 financial companies and run simulation 
get5covandr; 
disp('get5covandr done'); 
% historical interest rate 
getinterestratescript; 
disp('getinterestratescript done'); 






% American put option pricing for all 
disp('American put option(all)?\n'); 
do=input('1 yes, 0 no\n'); 
while do 
    x=zeros(20,1); 
    y=x; 
        T=input('Days to maturity\n'); 
        for ii=1:20 
        disp(strcat('Please input the strike price for company---',stockname(ii))); 
        k=input(''); 
        x(ii)=binomialAmericanPut3(r(ii),'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
        %y(ii)=binomialAmericanPut2(r(ii),'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k); 
    end 
    finresult=strcat(companyname','-----',num2str(x)); 
    disp(finresult); 
    do=input('1 to continue,0 to exist\n'); 
end 
% American put option pricing for individual 
disp('American put option(one)?\n'); 




    ii=input('Please input the nth company\n'); 
    disp(strcat('Please input the strike price for company---',stockname(ii))); 
    k=input(''); 
    T=input('Days to maturity\n'); 
    N=input('N steps\n'); 
    %x1=binomialAmericanPut(r(ii)*T,'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
    %x2=binomialAmericanPut2(r(ii)*T,'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
    x3=binomialAmericanPut3(r(ii),'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
    x4=binomialAmericanPut4(r(ii),'logret.xls',N,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
    disp('American put option price'); 
    %disp(x1) 
    %disp(x2) 
    disp(x3) 
    disp(x4) 
    x1=binomialAmericanPut4(r2,'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
    x2=binomialAmericanPut4(r3,'logret.xls',1,ii,'datacombined.xls',k,T); 
    disp('1 month'); 
    disp(x1) 
    disp('6 month'); 
    disp(x2) 
    do=input('1 to continue,0 to exist\n'); 
end 
% call options pricing for individual 
r=xlsread('r.xls'); 
disp('European call option(one)?\n'); 
do=input('1 yes, 0 no\n'); 
while do    
    ii=input('Please input the nth company\n'); 
    disp(strcat('Please input the strike price for company---',stockname(ii))); 
    k=input(''); 
    T=input('Time to maturity\n'); 
    N=input('N steps for each simulation\n'); 
    nn=input('nn times to do simulation\n'); 
    S0=input('current price\n'); 
    [x1,x2,x3]=calloptionprice(r(ii),'datacombined.xls',ii,nn,T,N,k,S0); 
    disp('historical ret/n'); 
    disp(x1); 
    disp('risk free rate-1 month /n'); 
    disp(x2); 
    disp('risk free rate-6 month /n'); 
    disp(x3) 
    do=input('1 to continue,0 to exist\n'); 
end 
% call option pricing MGB 
disp('European call option(all)?\n'); 
do=input('1 yes, 0 no\n'); 
while do 
    ii=input('please input the vector of the indices of the company\n---[1,2]\n'); 
    k=zeros(1,length(ii)); 
    for jj=1:length(ii) 
        disp(strcat('Please input the strike price for company---',stockname(ii(jj)))); 
        k(jj)=input(''); 
    end 
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    x=calloptionprice2(r(ii),'datacombined.xls',ii,10,1,10,k); 
    disp(x); 
end 





T=input('days to maturity\n'); 
N=input('N steps to simulate\n'); 
nn=input('nn times to do simulation\n'); 
%K=input('strike price for the 5 comapnies, in vector form\n'); 
%K=K'; 
S0=input('Please input the current stock price in vector for EMR HON ATI TXN NVDA\n'); 
K=[55,60,60,30,13]; 
[optionprice,ci]=optionPriceMulti(mu,covariance,T,N,S0,nn,K); 
















%% This script is to download the daily stock price from yahoo finance 





    price=fetch(yahoo,stockname(ii),{'Open','High','Low','Close','Volume','Adj 
Close'},'4/1/2010','4/21/2011','d'); 
    price2=price(:,2:7); 
    date=datestr(price(:,1),1); 
    n=size(price2,1); 
    datenew=[]; 
    for jj=1:n 
        temp={date(jj,:)}; 
        datenew=[datenew;temp]; 
    end 
    str2=char(strcat('A2:A',num2str(n+1))); 
    filename=char(strcat(stockname(ii),'.csv')); 
    xlswrite(filename,datenew,1,str2); 
    xlswrite(filename,price2,1,'B2'); 
    xlswrite(filename,{'Date'},1,'A1'); 
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%%combine all csv files 





    filename=listing(i).name; 
    if filename(1)~='~' 
        if length(filename)>4 
            if sum(filename((length(filename)-3):length(filename))=='.csv')==4   
                m=xlsread(filename); 
                stockprice=m(:,6); 
                stockname=[stockname,{filename}]; 
                allstockprice=[allstockprice,stockprice]; 
                disp(filename); 
            end 
        end 











%% this script is to get the 5 equities from the 20, JPM BAC BCS HBC C 
%% output 5datacombined.xls, companyname and stock price 


























clear all;clc;close all; 
%% This script is to get the covariance matrix of the 5 stocks 






























    for jj=1:ii 
        S(ii,jj)=S0*u^(ii-jj)*d^(jj-1); 







    for jj=1:ii 
        F(ii,jj)=max(G(ii,jj),(F(ii+1,jj)*p+F(ii+1,jj+1)*(1-p))*exp(-0*deltaT)); 
    end 








%% T days to maturity 





















    for jj=1:ii 
        S(ii,jj)=S0*u^(ii-jj)*d^(jj-1); 







    for jj=1:ii 
        F(ii,jj)=max(G(ii,jj),(F(ii+1,jj)*p+F(ii+1,jj+1)*(1-p))*exp(-0*deltaT)); 
    end 






%% mu is the interest rate, filename is the data file, n is the nth position 
%% data, nn times simulation 
%% output call option price and company name 
%% filename 'datacombined.xls' 
%% T to maturity 
%% N steps 
%% k=strike price 











    S=geoBrownianMotion(mu,volatility,S0,T,N); 
    S2=geoBrownianMotion(r2,volatility,S0,T,N); 
    S3=geoBrownianMotion(r3,volatility,S0,T,N); 
    ST(1,nflag)=S(N+1); 
    ST2(1,nflag)=S2(N+1); 























function[S] = multipleGeoBrownianMotion(mu, Sigma, T, N,S0) 
%% multipleGeoBrownianMotion 
% simulates a d-dimensional geometric Brownian motion 
% where d is the size of the input vector mu. 
% INPUTS: 
%       mu:     Drift vector of the underlying Brownian motion. 
%       Sigma:  Covariance matrix of the underlying Brownian motion 
%       T:      Final time 
%       N:      Number of time steps 
%       S0:     Vector of initial geometric Brownian motion values 
 
[muRows,muCols] = size(mu); 
if muCols > 1 
    mu = mu'; 
end 
[d, muCols] = size(mu); 
 
[S0Rows,S0Cols] = size(mu); 
if S0Cols > 1 
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    S0 = S0'; 
end 
 
% Check inputs 
% Check mu & S0 
if (muCols ~= 1) % do nothing if mu is not a proper vector 
    error('Mu shoud be a vector.'); 
end 
if (S0Cols ~= 1) % do nothing if mu is not a proper vector 
    error('S0 shoud be a vector.'); 
end 
% Check Sigma 
[SigmaRows, SigmaCols] = size(Sigma); 
% Check that Sigma is square 
if (SigmaRows ~= d) || (SigmaCols ~= d) 
   error('Sigma should be square.') ; 
end 
% Check that Sigma is symmetric 
if Sigma ~= Sigma 
    error('Sigma must be symmetric.') ;   
end 
% Check whether Sigma is positive definite 
if min(eig(Sigma))<= 0 
   error('Sigma must be positive definite.');   
end 
 
% compute the Cholesky factorization of Sigma: 
A = zeros(d,d); 
v = zeros(d,1); 
for jj = 1:d 
    for ii = jj:d 
        v(ii) = Sigma(ii,jj); 
        for kk = 1:(jj-1) 
            v(ii) = v(ii) - A(jj,kk)*A(ii,kk); 
        end 
        A(ii,jj) = v(ii)/sqrt(v(jj)); 
    end 
end 
 
deltaT = T/N; 
% Generate matrix of standard normals 
Z = randn(d,N+1); 
% Initialize the d dimensional GBM matrix 
S = zeros(d,N+1);  
S(:,1) = S0; 
 
% Recursively generate d dimensional geometric Brownian motion 
for ii = 1:d 
    for kk = 1:N 
        S(ii,kk+1) = S(ii,kk)*exp((mu(ii)-0.5*Sigma(ii,ii))*deltaT + sqrt(deltaT)*(A(ii,:)*Z(:,kk+1)) ); 








%T=input('days to maturity\n'); 
%N=input('N steps to simulate\n'); 
%S0=(stockprice(1,:))'; 





    [s]=multipleGeoBrownianMotion(mu, Sigma, T, N,S0); 










    X=ST(jj,:); 
    Y=(gccplus(ST(jj,:)-K(jj))*exp(-mu(jj)*T)); 
    covxy=cov(X,Y); 
    covxy2=covxy(1,2); 
    bstar=covxy2/(std(X))^2; 
    Yb=Y-bstar*(X-mean(X)); 
    optionPrice(jj)=mean(Yb); 
    up(jj)=optionPrice(jj)+zscore*std(Yb)/sqrt(length(Yb)); 






%% mu is the vector of the interest rate 
%% n= vector of the indice of company 
%% nn=times of simulation 
%% output calloptionprice MGB 
%% T=time to maturiy 
%% N steps 
%% k=strike price 












    S=multipleGeoBrownianMotion(mu, Sigma, T, N,S0); 










    covxy=cov(X(ii,:),Y(ii,:)); 
    covxy2=covxy(1,2); 
    bstar(ii)=covxy2/(std(X(ii,:))^2); 
    mx=exp(mu(ii)*T)*S0(ii); 
    Yb(ii,:)=Y(ii,:)-bstar(ii)*(X(ii,:)-mx); 
end 
disp(name); 
x=mean(Yb'); 
 
